Abstract-The quality of selected AR models depends on the true process in the finite sample practice, on the number of observations, on the estimation algorithm, and on the order selection criterion. Samples are considered to be finite if the maximum candidate model order for selection is greater than 10, where denotes the number of observations. Finite sample formulae give empirical approximations for the statistical average of the residual energy and of the squared error of prediction for several autoregressive estimation algorithms. This leads to finite sample criteria for order selection that depend on the estimation method. The special finite sample information criterion (FSIC) and combined information criterion (CIC) are necessary because of the increase of the variance of the residual energy for higher model orders that has not been accounted for in other criteria. Only the expectation of the logarithm of the residual energy, as a function of the model order, has been the basis for the previous classes of asymptotical and finite sample criteria. However, the behavior of the variance causes an undesirable tendency to select very high model orders without the special precautions of FSIC or CIC.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
EVERAL autoregressive (AR) estimation algorithms have been developed [1] , [2] . The asymptotical theory is the same for all these different estimation algorithms. In practice, selection criteria have to be used to select an order for the best AR model for given data. Asymptotical criteria are a first category for order selection. They are derived from asymptotical expressions for the residual variance and the prediction error or for the variance of estimated parameters. AIC [3] belongs to this class as do several consistent criteria like BIC [4] and similar criteria [5] , [6] . The statistics of selected orders and the probability of overfit for asymptotic criteria like AIC have been evaluated theoretically [7] . Application of those results to the penalty function in selection criteria gives the conclusion that the penalty 2 of AIC reduces the probability of underfit at the cost of overfit [8] . On the other hand, consistent criteria may produce infinite costs of underfit when the sample size increases. A compromise between overfit and underfit is found by taking a constant penalty factor 3 [8] .
Samples of autoregressive observations are called finite if the model orders concerned are not small in comparison with the sample size , say, for orders greater than . This applies Manuscript received December 10, 1998 ; revised August 22, 1999. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof José R. Casar.
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to the true order and to orders that are considered to be candidates for order selection. Simulations for finite samples show that estimated parameters, reflection coefficients, and residuals depend on the AR estimation method [9] . These differences are not accounted for in the asymptotical theory; therefore, a finite sample description is necessary. Finite sample formulae are empirical formulae that describe the variances of estimated parameters or reflection coefficients as well as the average variances of residuals or of predictions for different autoregressive estimation algorithms [9] . They also define a second category of order selection criteria for finite samples that are adapted to the method of estimation. An interesting alternative possibility in this second category is the predictive least squares (PLS) criterion [10] . This criterion computes true or "honest" predictions from the data themselves, and hence, it is adapted to all peculiarities of estimation methods and to the actual probability distribution of the data. A lattice implementation of the PLS criterion separates the data in a variable part for parameter estimation and the rest to compute the true predictions for order selection [11] . The selection with PLS is based on the assumption that the true or best order is a constant and independent of the sample size used for estimation. Unfortunately, the best AR order for estimated models of many processes depends on the sample size. Hence, the best order for "honest" predictions depends on the variable number of observations that is used to estimate the parameters in PLS algorithms and is not always a constant. This limits the processes for which the PLS criterion can be used. Moreover, separating data in a group for estimation and a group for determining the best order from "honest" predictions reduces the estimation accuracy. This is not a good idea in finite samples, certainly not if the maximum candidate model order is as high as . In general, consistent criteria and PLS perform well in examples with a finite number of very significant true parameters and enough samples available for estimation.
Recently, a criterion of a third category has been defined as the finite sample information criterion (FSIC) [12] . FSIC, if applied to AR estimates with Burg's method [13] , is very similar to AIC , which is a corrected version of AIC [14] ; remarkably, that criterion AIC has been derived with asymptotical theory. The performance of FSIC remains good for all estimation methods, but AIC loses its good properties when applied to other than Burg results [12] . The penalty factor that is applied to additional parameters in a model is no constant for FSIC, like in the first two categories, but the penalty increases for higher model orders. Using FSIC, the results of order selection turn out to become practically independent of the choice of the maximum candidate order , even if that is chosen very high. This is realized without hampering the ability to select those high model orders if they are really significant.
In the paper, some finite sample definitions are repeated. A new formula is given for the variance of the logarithm of the residual energy as a function of the model order. The increase of that variance for higher orders gives an explanation for the performance of FSIC. Another criterion for the third category [the Combined Information Criterion (CIC)] has been introduced to combine the favorable asymptotical penalty factor 3 with the increased resistance against the selection of too high model orders in finite samples [15] . Simulations show that the expected performance of FSIC and CIC is realized for different AR estimation methods and for various sample sizes.
II. FINITE SAMPLE FORMULAE
An AR process and its AR model are given by
where is a stationary purely random process with zero mean and variance . In the Yule-Walker [1] and Burg [13] estimation methods, the last parameter in a model of order is also known as the reflection coefficient . The Levinson-Durbin algorithm [1] describes the relation between parameters and reflection coefficients. The building blocks of the AR finite sample formulae are finite sample variance coefficients ; denotes the order and " " the method of estimation. The s have been introduced as simple expressions that approximate the empirical variance of reflection coefficients for the Yule-Walker and Burg method for orders , which is the true process order in (1) [9] . Likewise, the are approximations for the empirical variance of the last parameter for least squares AR models. The asymptotical expression for the variance of reflection coefficients (or of the last parameter) equals for all model orders greater than the true order and for all estimation methods. Formulae that give approximations for the empirical variance for order from observations are given by
for four well-known AR algorithms [9] . Further, if the mean is subtracted and 0 otherwise. Those approximations are quite accurate for AR processes for , therefore, for orders that are important for order selection. The formula for Yule-Walker (also denoted autocorrelation method) is known from the statistical literature; in Burg and LSF (or covariance method), the decrease of the degrees of freedom that are available for estimation can be recognized.
The variance of in (2) Many simulations have been carried out on finite sample properties [8] , [9] , [12] . It turned out that the expectations in (4) are close approximations to the average of RES and PE in simulations with all four estimation methods if the appropriate are substituted, as defined in (3). Therefore, (4) can also be used for the least squares methods, although the derivation is based on reflection coefficients that belong only to the Yule-Walker and Burg methods. When evaluated for different sample sizes , the outcomes of (4) are approximately nonlinear functions of the ratio
. This ratio appears linearly in the well-known asymptotical results, which include RES for the residual variance and PE for the squared prediction error. Those asymptotical relations can be retrieved from (4) by substituting for all coefficients and then deleting the terms of order and higher in the product. Many asymptotical order selection criteria can be written as a single generalized information criterion (GIC) [9] with different values for the penalty factor :
To select a model order, GIC is determined for all orders between 0 and some maximum candidate order . The order with the minimum value of the criterion is selected. The penalty factor is 2 for AIC [3] , for consistent criteria BIC [4] , [5] , for the minimally consistent criterion [6] , or some other constant. The asymptotical criterion GIC is identical for all AR estimation methods, whereas (4) shows that the behavior of RES actually is a function of that depends on the AR estimation method. Therefore, finite sample information criteria FIC have been defined as improvements for the asymptotical criteria GIC as [9] :
with the method dependent sum of instead of in the finite sample criteria. The penalty factor 2 of AIC reduces the probability of underfit at the cost of overfit [8] . Consistent criteria, where the penalty factor depends on , may produce infinite costs of underfit for increasing sample size. A compromise between overfit and underfit is found with the constant 3 for penalty factor , both in GIC and in FIC . The quotient of the expectations PE /RES in (4) has been used to derive the finite sample information criterion (FSIC) for order selection [12] . It is a finite sample approximation to the Kullback-Leibler discrepancy:
A comparison with (6) reveals that a product containing all previous appears in FSIC instead of a constant penalty factor times for order in FIC . The performance of FSIC is similar to AIC if it is applied to the Yule-Walker estimation method [12] because the product in (7) is very close to for all model orders if is substituted. Asymptotical theory has been used to develop the AIC criterion, which is defined by replacing the term in (5) by [14] . The criterion AIC is almost identical to FSIC for the Burg method with Burg from (3) substituted in (7); for AR estimation methods other than Burg's, FSIC and AIC are completely different. The performance of the criteria can be explained by comparing the corrections to RES in the different criteria, as shown in Fig. 1 . GIC criteria have a constant slope, which is 2 for AIC and or 4.61 for the consistent asymptotical criterion. GIC , FIC , and FSIC are almost equal for , but the difference increases for greater . FSIC increases especially strongly there.
For new data with unknown characteristics, the maximum candidate order for selection of the AR model order must be chosen high enough, certainly higher than the unknown best model order. Taking a high reduces the possibility of missing the best order. In practice or in simulations, however, selection results for all criteria of the first two categories, including the consistent criteria, are more or less dependent on a proper choice for . The selected order turns out to depend on the highest candidate order , especially if that is chosen greater than, say, . If is taken high, orders close to are often selected in simulations [9] . FSIC is the only criterion that is not sensitive for the choice of the highest candidate order for selection, independent of the AR estimation method. An exception should be made for the Yule-Walker method, where the influence of is moderate; this is sufficiently explained by the similarity between the asymptotical criterion AIC and FSIC for Yule-Walker. High AR orders may not always be necessary in AR estimation, but they are certainly required when the AR model is used as an intermediate stage for MA or ARMA modeling [16] , [17] . The influence of is very important for all asymptotical criteria, remains a nuisance for the finite sample criteria, and disappears for FSIC in the third category.
III. VARIANCE OF SELECTION CRITERIA
A fair agreement has been shown between finite sample formulae on the one hand and simulation variances of estimated parameters, reflection coefficients, residuals, and of prediction errors on the other hand [9] . This paper presents a recursive finite sample formula for the variance of RES as a function of the model order . That variance is also the variance of the criteria GIC , FIC and of FSIC because RES is the only stochastic part of these order selection criteria. For convenience, the analysis is carried out for 
which can still be simplified. By using the normal distribution to approximate the unknown finite sample distribution for the for , it follows from the theory and from the definition of the finite sample coefficients that var (10) Substitution of those approximations in (9) produces a recursive formula var RES RES var RES
As a starting value, the asymptotical expression for the variance of the estimated white noise variance RES(0) will be used, which is given by var RES . In Taylor expansions, higher powers of are neglected. Finite sample approximations are completely different because products of contain higher powers of , which are not neglected. Nevertheless, an approximate finite sample formula for the variance of the logarithm of RES will be derived here with a first-order Taylor expansion as var RES RES var RES (12) Simulations have to show whether the approximations in (10) and (12) are a useful description of this variance in practice because their accuracy cannot be established with theoretical arguments. The distribution of is unknown, and only one Taylor expansion term is used for (12) . Moreover, the derivation starts with the use of reflection coefficients in (8) that are only applicable in the Yule-Walker and Burg estimation methods. Nevertheless, the result in (12) will also be tested as an approximation for the one-and two-sided least squares estimation methods. The accuracy of the variance formula (12) has been studied in simulations for white Gaussian noise and with different AR processes for several values of the sample size . Fig. 2 gives the accuracy for 100 observations of an AR(10) process with as reflection coefficients , for the four estimation methods for which empirical variance coefficients have been defined in (3). The asymptotical theory for a white noise process yields the constant for all model orders. Clearly, the empirical variance in the simulations depends on the model order and on the estimation method. Fig. 2 shows that the white noise approximation with (12) is quite good for the Burg and Yule-Walker results for the orders above 4. This order 4 is the best order to be selected for estimated models from 100 observations of this AR(10) process. The agreement is less perfect for var RES of the least-squares estimation methods LSFB and LSF, but (12) is still a much better approximation than the constant value 0.02 that would follow from the asymptotical theory for all estimation methods and all model orders.
As always in finite samples, the behavior of the Yule-Walker method differs quite from the other methods because it is the only method with less than . The figures show that the variance of RES for the other methods can become more than two times greater than the variance at low models orders. As a consequence, RES can become much smaller than its expectation in a single simulation run at some high model order , which in turn produces a very low value of the selection criteria for that order in that specific realization of the process. This increased variance creates the possibility for the undesirable selection of very high orders because the order selection criteria in the categories one and two have been based only on the average or expectation of RES and not on its variance. Only for the Yule-Walker method was this not a serious problem because the increase of the variance at higher model orders is moderate. 
IV. COMBINED INFORMATION CRITERION
With asymptotical arguments, a good balance between the possibilities of overfit and underfit requires a constant penalty factor of about 3 in a selection criterion [8] . The same conclusion for the penalty has been found with simulations for finite samples, where the maximum candidate order has been restricted to [8] . On the other hand, the criterion FSIC , as defined in (7), has a desirable resistance against the selection of very high orders because it has an increasing penalty at those higher orders. In agreement with the known theoretical arguments, no examples with a poor performance of FSIC have been found when very high maximum candidate orders are allowed for selection. The asymptotical equivalent of FSIC , which describes its behavior at low model orders, is found by substituting for all coefficients and by removing terms with powers of and higher from the result. This leads to the well-known criterion AIC [3] , which, here, is also denoted GIC with penalty 2. Unfortunately, the properties of an optimal asymptotical balance between under-and overfit and a good resistance against selection of high orders are not found in one criterion. It would be interesting if a single criterion had the penalty 3 at low orders and the behavior of FSIC at high orders because that criterion can have favorable properties for all possible choices for the maximum candidate model order for all sample sizes. Therefore, a new criterion is introduced here that combines those properties: good asymptotic performance with penalty 3 and good finite sample performance with the protection of FSIC against wrongly selecting too high orders. It is the combined information criterion [15] :
The behavior of CIC can be derived from Fig. 1 . For lower model orders, , CIC is equal to FIC because the sum with penalty 3 is the largest. For higher orders, the total penalty of FSIC is greater, and CIC becomes equal to FSIC , thus combining the asymptotical balance between under and overfit and the finite sample resistance against the selection of model orders that are too high. Asymptotically, or for , CIC and FIC are equal and almost the same as GIC because the average of finite sample results differs only significantly from the asymptotical theory if the ratio is greater than 0.1.
V. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION METHODS
This paper considers models of stationary stochastic processes in their capacity to predict future responses or as spectral estimators, demanding a selection criterion that is representative for the overall fit. The true process is known in simulations and can be used to define the quality of estimated models. A measure for the fit is the model error ME, which is defined as a simple function of the expectation of the prediction error [18] ME PE
Pre-and post-multiplying the estimated parameter vector with the true yields an accurate expectation for the squared error of prediction PE that can easily be computed. is a submatrix of the infinite-dimensional true covariance matrix of a known AR process, and is the estimated parameter vector of length in (2), including the constant 1 for the first parameter. Independent and in (2) define the prediction error PE as , which has the asymptotical expectation for equal to or greater than the true process order if the parameters had been estimated from observations. Hence, the asymptotical expectation of ME equals , independent of the sample size . This value can also be considered as an asymptotical Cramér-Rao lower bound for the achievable accuracy of the relative integrated spectrum of the AR model; see [19] . Finite sample expectations for ME can be computed with (3) and (4). The model error ME in (14) has advantages above the prediction error PE in studying the influence of the sample size on the quality of estimated and selected models because results for quality are made less dependent on itself and are of a comparable magnitude.
The results of AR modeling are known to depend on the true process, the sample size, the estimation method, the order selection criterion, and the highest candidate order for selection. The first two influences are unknown and determined by the data. The latter three are chosen by the data analyst. If the selected model depends on those latter choices, any objective statistical analysis of time series becomes questionable. Our aim is maintaining the first two influences of the data and reduction of the last three influences. Preferences will be formulated based on theory and simulations. Three rows in Table I present the average ME of three fixed-order models without order selection: the true order 10 and the best order for prediction with estimated AR models, which is AR(3) for 25 samples of this AR(10) process. The last row gives the finite sample expectation [ME (10) ] for the AR(10) model, which is found by substituting the finite sample formula (4) for PE with the different of (3) in the first representation of (14) . This can be compared with the simulation result of the estimated AR(10) model. The asymptotical theory gives as expectation 10 for all methods, and therefore, the finite sample expression for [ME(10)] gives a much better representation for the actual performance of different estimation methods. In addition, the simulation average ME of models selected with AIC, FIC , GIC , FIC , FSIC , and CIC is presented. Many other order selection criteria have been included in this comparison, but those results are not reported here. Consistent order selection criteria, with penalty or 2 , boil down to a fixed penalty factor for a given sample size (3.22 and 2.34, respectively) for , and they are similar to the results of AIC or GIC in Table I . The highest considered candidate order is 15. It can be taken higher if FSIC or CIC are used, without influencing the average ME of selected models; but higher choices for will influence the selection results of the other criteria. An additional limitation for candidate orders is that for a certain estimation method no parameters will be estimated for orders , where of (3) becomes greater than 0.25. This limitation becomes active for LSF estimates in Table I . As is an approximation for the finite sample variance, this value for indicates 0.5 for the standard deviation of the last parameter, whereas the last parameter or the reflection coefficient has to be in the range of 1 to 1 for stationary models. Parameters with that amount of statistical uncertainty (more than 50%) are not useful and cannot contribute significantly to our knowledge of the process. In using this limitation on , the highest candidate order is completely determined by the capacity of an estimation algorithm to compute useful models. If a priori information about an upper boundary for the model order is available, this can be used to choose a lower value of .
The selection results for the Yule-Walker method are completely different from the other methods. The results of FSIC and AIC in Table I are almost identical for Yule-Walker, like what is expected in Section II. Bias has not been incorporated in the finite sample description of AR modeling. It is known that the Yule-Walker method introduces extra bias terms by using the biased estimates for the covariance [20] . Due to this specific Yule-Walker bias, higher order reflection coefficients are estimated a factor two wrong after a single true reflection coefficient with magnitude . More general, the further estimates of higher orders after a large reflection coefficient suffer from a serious bias in the Yule-Walker method, instead of the smaller bias with magnitude that is present in all other estimation methods. Hence, the application of the Yule-Walker method to unknown data may produce erroneous results, even for a large number of observations. All poles of the AR(10) process of Table I have the absolute value 0.6; therefore, they are not close to the unit circle. Hence, the bias problem is not serious in that example, and under those conditions, the performance of Yule-Walker estimates is good. Table II shows examples with and without serious bias influence. AR processes with reflection coefficients have the property that all poles have the radius . With poles closer to the unit circle, the Yule-Walker method produces very high values of ME. ME(10) for Burg also becomes a bit higher for , which is caused by the fact that 25 observations is much shorter than the correlation length for , causing still another type of bias. It follows from Table II that the average performance of Yule-Walker over a variety of examples is poor due to bias. Therefore, Yule-Walker cannot be recommended for data of unknown processes, and the discussion in the sequel will be limited to the other three methods.
For estimation methods other than Yule-Walker, a comparison in Table I between asymptotical and finite sample criteria for different values of the penalty factor shows that the finite sample criteria FIC and FIC have a better performance than their asymptotical equivalents for the same value of , AIC, and GIC , respectively. Furthermore, is a better value for the penalty factor than . The model error for selection with FSIC and CIC is smaller than with the other criteria. The difference between those two criteria is always small in finite samples. The better performance of finite sample criteria FIC in comparison with their asymptotical equivalents GIC is sufficiently explained by the fact that FIC takes into account the actual expectation of the residual variance and prediction error as given in (4), whereas GIC is based on the asymptotical approximations. One aspect had been neglected: the variance of the logarithm of the estimated residual variance. The higher variance of RES for higher model orders gives an increased probability that those higher orders accidentally yield the minimum value of the criteria GIC and FIC , thus giving a higher average ME after selection. This effect disappears in Table I (4) gives a greater residual variance and, at the same time, a smaller value for the expectation of the prediction error. The asymptotical theory makes no distinction between the residual variance of different AR estimation algorithms; in addition, the theoretical prediction error is the same for all methods. The finite sample formulae, however, show that an estimation method, yielding a smaller residual variance for an adequate AR model than other estimation algorithms, will give a higher prediction error. This means that the AR method estimating parameters of a model of order with the lowest RES gives the worst result in terms of an objective quality criterion like PE . However, asymptotical selection criteria would give preference to that method with lowest residual variance if they would be used to assess the quality of estimation methods. Hence, those asymptotical selection criteria are not suitable for a useful comparison of models obtained with different estimation algorithms. The finite sample formula for the prediction error PE is for a fixed order determined by the product of in (4). This yields as sequence for decreasing accuracy: Yule-Walker, Burg, two-sided least squares LSFB, and, finally, one-sided LSF. This agrees with the outcomes for ME in Table I for the average of AR(2), AR(3), and AR(10) models. The differences are small for the AR(2) and AR(3) models because those orders are about , the value where asymptotical theory and finite sample formulae start to diverge. This divergence is obvious for the AR(10) models estimated with the different methods.
Due to bias, the Yule-Walker method gives, in Table II , a much higher PE than other estimation methods for processes whose reflection coefficients are not close to zero. Furthermore, the LSF method has the additional inconvenience that estimated roots can lie outside the stationarity region, which makes the resulting spectral model quite useless. This applies in a lesser degree to LSFB. According to Table I , to finite sample considerations and to many other simulations, Burg's estimation method is a good choice for estimation of AR parameters if the fit of a selected model is important, e.g., for prediction or as a spectral estimate. CIC or FSIC are good order selection criteria, and the maximum candidate order can be chosen high enough, e.g., or even higher. These choices for estimation method, order selection criterion, and maximum candidate order can be made independent of the observations, which gives advantages in a statistical interpretation.
VI. COMPARISON OF ORDER SELECTION CRITERIA
Comparative studies of selection criteria are mostly limited to a few examples and are therefore difficult for interpretation without some theoretical guideline. The performance of a selection criterion may depend strongly on the true process, the estimation method, the sample size, and the highest candidate order for selection. No single-order selection criterion can perform optimal in all possible circumstances. Consider an example process where is actually the best model order for a given sample size; therefore, ME has a minimum for the fixedorder . Now, taking zero as penalty for all orders below and as penalty for all orders above , one will certainly select order , which is the best possible solution for this particular example. Evidently, this "selection criterion" with zero and infinite penalties would perform very poorly on data generated by other processes with a different best order. Hence, the practical question is not to find the very best order selection criterion for a given example; that will be the criterion with zero and penalties, as defined above. The search is for an order selection criterion that never fails to select the order of one of the better fitting AR models that can be computed from the given observations for all types of processes. This problem will be treated in two separate stages: asymptotical and finite sample. A useful criterion will perform well in both conditions. Only results for Burg's estimation method are presented here in order to concentrate the information on the method that is preferable with the arguments in Section V. Table III gives average ME results for a number of criteria for 10 000 observations of four different AR(10) processes. FIC and GIC are almost identical for all values of . Moreover, the selected model with FSIC and AIC have the same quality as , and CIC gives the same result as penalty . The conclusion is that penalty , or the new criterion CIC , is the best in Table III, better than  and , and also better than of the consistent criteria [8] . The different values of for the simulations in Table III have been chosen such that overfit and underfit are both serious possibilities. Those examples are most critical for the performance of order selection criteria. Taking lower values for reduces the cost of underfit too much; higher values of would give all underfitting models of order lower than 10 much higher residual variances than the AR(10) model such that they are almost never selected with any criterion. For or , the average ME values after order selection are less than the asymptotical value for the true order [ME(10)] 10 because lower order models are selected, and they have a smaller finite sample expectation than the AR(10) model. In those asymptotical conditions, the differences between the four AR estimation methods are negligible as long as the extra Yule-Walker bias is small.
For the finite sample performance, a similar AR(10) process has been used in Table IV ; the reflection coefficients are powers of 0.7 here. the influence of the sample size (with the value as maximum candidate order ) on selecting the order with different criteria. The first column gives results for for . The difference between the first two columns is only caused by different maximum candidate orders for selection: 15 and 8, respectively. This demonstrates that only FSIC and CIC are insensitive to extremely high values for the highest candidate order . The results for the AIC criterion [14] are close to those of FSIC for all sample sizes; only for orders as high as or , AIC is not properly defined. The five AR rows in Table IV with ME for fixed-order models show that the best order for this AR(10) process depends on the sample size. Therefore, the ability to select the true order 10 would not be a good quality measure for a comparison of order selection criteria in this example. The average ME(10) of the AR(10) model is close to its finite sample expectation [ME (10)] for all . The best theoretical value for the order of estimated models as a function of the sample size can be found with asymptotical theory. It is determined approximately with the selection criterion GIC applied to the residual variance of truncated models that can be computed with the true values of the reflection coefficients [16] . For small samples, and in Table IV , the quality of selected models is better than the quality of the AR(10) model. Hence, order selection with a good criterion may give better models than knowledge of the true order in finite samples.
Some artifacts in simulations about order selection are clear in Table IV . Comparing the results of the criteria GIC and FIC , the best choice between those would be FIC for , and , but penalty 4 is slightly better for . This somewhat irregular behavior is caused by the interaction between the highest candidate order , the best order for a given sample size, and the possibility that the second best model order is one order lower or perhaps one order higher than the best order. Consistent criteria with always have a greater ME than FIC in this example for all sample sizes. However, consistent criteria may outperform other criteria in examples where the true process has a few very significant parameters, the number of observations is high, and, at the same time, the highest candidate order is not too high. Under those circumstances, consistent criteria approximate the performance of the optimal criterion with zero and infinite penalties as described in the beginning of this section. Tables III and IV show that the differences between GIC and FIC disappear almost completely for increasing for every value of . CIC and FIC give exactly the same selection results for ME if the sample size is 64 or more in Table IV . Based on the finite sample behavior in this example and in numerous other simulations, the criteria CIC and FSIC of the third category are preferred. A slight preference for CIC above FSIC is found with Table  III because the theoretical properties of CIC agree with the best asymptotical choice for the penalty factor. In finite sample simulations, the comparison between those two criteria depends on the specific process in the example and slightly on the AR estimation method as well. Many other simulations with AR, MA, and ARMA processes of different orders and with small or very significant values for the true parameters have been carried out. Normal, uniform, and other probability density functions have been used for . The criteria have also been applied to practical data. No single example has been found where the performance of FSIC or CIC was poor. The results of the least squares methods LSFB and LSF are similar and lead to the same conclusions: GIC is very sensitive for the choice of , FIC is less sensitive, and FSIC and CIC are almost independent of the choice of if only is chosen greater than the best fixed-order with the smallest
[ME ] for a given sample size. Moreover, penalty 3 is a good asymptotical compromise, which means that CIC is also preferred for the least squares AR methods. The results of these simulations for the Yule-Walker method show that if the extra bias is not small, no good models are available, and order selection cannot solve that problem.
A detailed study of the Tables I and IV shows that the ME for selected models is greater than ME for the best fixed order, even if the best criterion is used for selection. The difference is about 2.5 for all sample sizes. This value is very close to the asymptotical value 2.568 that has been found for selection with AIC if only the possibility of overfit was taken into account [8] . The AR(10) example is a difficult one for order selection because the best order has close competitors of higher and of lower orders with overfit and underfit. The loss in quality due to selection is, statistically seen, a consequence of using the same residual variance for two different purposes: first, for minimization to estimate the parameters and afterwards for order selection with a transformation of the residual variance as a selection criterion. The model error of models selected with FSIC or CIC is about 2.5 greater than [ME ], where denotes the best fixed-order model. In other words, even the best selection criterion is not capable to detect the very best order in every simulation run in this example.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A recursive formula gives an accurate description of the empirical variance of autoregressive order-selection criteria that are based on the logarithm of the residual energy. The empirical variance depends on the estimation method in finite samples. It has influence on selection results if the maximum candidate order for selection is greater than . Such high AR orders are required for subsequent MA or ARMA estimation with Durbin's methods.
A new selection criterion called the combined information criterion CIC that combines the theoretical asymptotical preference for penalty 3 with the good finite sample characteristics of FSIC is introduced. FSIC and CIC are selection criteria with an increasing penalty for higher model orders. This gives protection against abusively selecting those high orders. The performance of these criteria was always good in simulations.
Based on statistical arguments, Burg's AR estimation method with CIC as order selection criterion and with or higher as maximum candidate order is a good and safe combination for the automatic use of autoregressive modeling for time series in practice.
